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We have discovered a minor error in the estimate of force in the hairpin assay, which also affects the reported values for the
rates of DnaB translocation and unwinding, along with the best-fit parameters of the active model. The corrected hairpin data
are shown in the revised Fig. 3 A below. The corrected mean translocation rate is r ¼ 4175 16 nt/s. The corrected best fit to
the active model of helicase unwinding isU/kBT¼ 0.65 0.1, with extent of interaction N¼ 9 and step size n¼ 1 (see Fig. S 5
for explanation of fit parameters).Figure 3 A
Due to this slight correction to r, the ratio u/r for the occluded-strand assay is slightly lower, and the corrected best fit active
model is U/kBT¼ 1.55 0.1, with N¼ 2 and n¼ 1. All of the corrected unwinding data from the hairpin and occluded-strand
assays are plotted as a function of the destabilization fraction in the revised Fig. 4 A below.Figure 4 A
That the ratio u/r is dependent on tethered DNA geometry is still readily apparent, and therefore all of our conclusions based
on this observation are still valid. All other observations and analysis are unaffected by this error.
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